Note For Readers From the Author:
Children are a gift. They are perfect reflectors and give us an opportunity to learn about love in a very immediate way.
When I refer to Loving restriction or restraining in this story, I feel I need to be explicit about what this entails, including that
the 'Love' I refer to is God’s view (as taught by Jesus & Mary Magdalene, www.divinetruth.com) on what is loving not
human’s 'love'.
For real change to take place in our household personally we (parents) have had to first begin to feel through some of our
own emotional issues from our childhoods. We have found that words are cheap but loving actions have the ability to create
positive change.
Loving Restriction is a re-education process for a parent/s in how to love children in a real way, rather than an addictive
way. This education includes learning about what is loving from God's point of view. I have found it is vital to gain personal
experience and experiment with what Love actually is, as you cannot teach something you have not learned yourself.
Restraining is not a punishment or a way to ‘teach someone a lesson’ in an angry manner.
If you feel angered or upset with your child you need to deal with your own emotions first and find out why you feel
angry/upset. If you don’t do so, you will damage both your own soul and the soul of the child. It is most important for adults
to take personal responsibility for their feelings, thoughts & actions. Parents & caregivers are responsible for re-educating
and correcting anything we created or fostered out of harmony with Principles of God's Truth in ourselves and children.
Lovingly restraining means restricting the Will of an individual so they cannot engage in an unloving action. So for example
hitting another person, I would restrict the will of the child and hold them, allowing them to release their emotions fully.
For the adult (in this example) they would need to emotionally work through their feelings and beliefs about violence, which

the child was acting out in order to harm another person in the first place (this is simplified and the hitting could have been
for all number of reasons).
If we as parents have resistance to allowing the experience and flow of emotions and feelings, the child will not feel safe to
release their own emotions and it is unethical and hypocritical to expect or demand children do something we are unwilling
to do ourselves.
Restraining or restriction of a child’s Will is as much, if not more about the parent/s than the child. It is an opportunity for
the parent to feel the consequences of their actions and take personal responsibility for their unloving creations being
expressed & reflected to them through the child, at the same time as teaching themselves and the child about Love. It helps
the parent & the child to feel an immediate correction for unloving behaviour with the intention that they will become
sensitive to the loving correction God is constantly giving through God's Laws.
Spirits & Spirit Influence
The 'Mischief Makers' in this book refer to our brothers and sisters who are labelled as 'dead 'or 'have passed' but are very
much alive just no longer with a physical body. For ease of reference I will call them Spirits. There are benevolent, malevolent
and loving spirits, just as there are people. Children are usually much more open to seeing, feeling, hearing Spirits (often
referred to as 'imaginary friends') than adults are, one reason being they are holding onto less fear and have less resistance
to the possibility.
Malevolent Spirit influence is a huge problem on the planet and is the cause of mental illness and a lot of behavioural issues.
Due to most of us holding onto various fears of spirits, death, refusing to feel our emotions and because of false beliefs we
maintain; we unfortunately continue to perpetuate a problem that could quite simply be solved through various methods;
such as through education of the Truth about spirits, lovingly restraining or restriction of Will in conjunction with emotionally

releasing the causal emotions within us out of harmony with love from God's Perspective that attract the spirits to us in the
first place.
The beauty of restraining is that you disengage the spirits from the child or person who is restrained which allows the person
to be present, sometimes for the first time. This is a relief for both the child/person and those around the child/person. The
attraction of the Spirit/s to the child in the first place is created through the parent and this is essential to remember.
Anything that happens to children, particularly when they are young, is an opportunity for the parent/guardian/caregiver
to learn a lesson of love and feel through anything within themselves that is out of harmony with love from God’s point of
view.
If you have any questions or queries you are welcome to contact me at the following email address:
eloisalh@gmail.com
With Love From,
Eloisa

